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Coolant temperature transients are analyzed by solving the spatial-time depen-
dent coolant heat balance equation in a reactor channel.
Results coming from the analysis of the heat propagation in a fuel element ~are
used in this work (see "Reactor Temperature Transients with Spatial Variables -
First Part: Radial Analysis" KFK-223).
The solution of the equation i5 obtsined by using the Laplace transform methode
It has been found o~t that the coolant transients depend upon the following 5
parameters
t r = radial time scale
= fueldensity .x fuel specific heat capacitI x (fuel radius)2
fuel thermal conductivity
'Y = ~_-::--::-_~:--..;;f;..;u:;;:e;..;l;......;t;;;h;..;e;.:;rm=a;,;:;l~c~o.;;.:n;.;;;d..;:;u..;:;c-=ti~.v-:-i;;.t?yl-;.,.~~::---:-_-::,,:,_
2 x fuel coolant heat transfercoefficient x fuel radius
_a_x_ia_l__t_i_m_e__s_c_a_l_e fuel rod length/coola~t speed
R, =
radial time scale t r
fuel thermal capacitym = ....;;;.~~;;;.;;.;._.;;;.;=;......;:...;:;.&i_:.==JL _
thermal capacity of the associated coolant
.-=f..;;;u.;;.e;;;.l_r;..;o;..;d;;.,...;l;..;e;;;n~!.:t;;;.;h~_a = 11 -
extrapolated length







3. The case of constant c:mrlant ~(t)(bv=O)
4. The case of a step change of the coolant speed
5. Physical meaning of the parameters "R,u and "m"
and comparison V11th the axial lumpedmodel
6. The case of uniform power distribution along channel
axis
7. The case of sinusoidal power distribution along
channel axis



















In nuc1ear re.i'ctors thetemperature transients are normally treated by using the
'tvell known "lumped model". ThiS modeldoes not take 1nto account any effect due
to the heat propagation inside the.·· fuel element and the heat transport along the
reactor channel. The heat propagation inside a fuel element (Radial Analysis)
was developed in bibl.t.
In this second part (Axial Analysis) the results coming from the first part
(Radial Analysis) are incorporated in the heat balance equation of the coolant.
!hen the complete solution, including the heat transport a10ng the cbannel, i5
analyzed.
2. Mathematical Fundamentals
Fig. t shows a reactor channel with a cylindr1cal fuel element and lts associated
coolant. In each cross section of the fuel element the heat 1s produced unlformely.
The heat balance equation of the coolant ist the following:
d0 aa
21fRh(T -a) = Spc (- +v-)
s ot öz
\1here
R =external radius of the fue!
(I)
h = heat transfer coefficient between cylinder surface snd
coolant (supposed to be constant)
T
S
= surface temperature of the cylinder =Ts(Z;t)
o =coolant temperature =0(z;t)
S =area of the·channel cross-section occupied by coolant
Pe = coolant mass density (supposed to be constant)
e = coolant specific heat capaeity (supposed to be constant)c
t = time
z =axial coordinate (z = Oat·channel middle plane)
v = coolant speed
In eq. it has been supposed that the eoolant temperature "eu at each cross
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section of the reactor channel does not change from point to point of the same
cross section. "0" is therefore a function only of the axial coordinate ttz" and
of the time "t" and not of the radial coordinate "r".
In eq. 1 the term related to heat conduction in the coolant along the axial
direct10n has been neglected.
The boundary cond1tions associated to eq. I are the following:
[01 z=-H/2 = 0i(t) = g1ven function of the time (2)
where
( aT~ h- = - - (T -0)ar r=R A s (see BibI. 1, page 2, eq. 3) (3)
°1 =inlet coolant temperature
H = length of the fuel rod
T = temperature at any point of the fuel
r =radius i. e. radial coordinate .
A = thermal conductivity of the fuel
Eq. I can be written as foliows:
I ao dO m- - + - = - (T -0)
R, dX d"t Y s
where
z axial coordinatex = - = -:----::--:---:--:--""--::--:--::--H height of the cylinder
(4)
(S)




radial time scale (6)
'lTR
2
Cf Pf H fuel thermal capacity=-::-__:--=-=~::;.::;.;:=::;;;;:::.:-::;;:;r;;_;,;;;,;;::.::.:;~__--.:'_~=--_= const.
c Sp H thermal capacity of the associated coolantc c
(8)
(7)
PfCft r =--A-- R
2 = radial time scale =const.
A




Considering the variation of the system from the stationary conditions, we can
introduce the following symbols:
h.T =T - To
/i0 = 0 - 0o







where subscript "0" indicates initial steady state conditions and "h." variation
from steady state conditions.




3. The case of constant coolant speed (h.v = 0)
(15)
(16)
'Ihe Laplace transform of eq. (16) of para. 2 in the case of cönstant coolant flOl"
(/iv =0 and therefore ~ = ~ =const) i5 the followingo
*d/),0 * mt * *
dX
- + Wß0 = - (h.T - h.0 )
y s
t"here
t1*" indicates Laplace trans form
cr = complex variable of the Laplace transformation
The boundary conditions (2) and (3) of para. 2 become respectively:
(1)
(2)





According to Bibl. 1 para. 2 eq. 20, the bound~ry condition (3) can be substituted
by th€-following equation
• * R ~*AT = G (0) 60 + - F (0) - H(x)
s s 2h s Vf
where p = reactor power
'; nUtnbe't-;~o'f:;'f\lel rods
2= total volume of fuel in the reactor =n'lfR H






















Jo and J 1 being Bessel functions of the first kind.
Putting (5) in (1) and taking into account eq. 7, we have:
*dA0 + 09.. [t+mF (o)J 60* = mJl. 2hR -VI H(x)F (0)6p·
dx s Y f S
(10)
eqs. (6), (1) and (10) of para. 2, eq. (10) can be writtenTaking into account
as follows
*dA0 + D
dx Ok = S 1 M(x)F (O)Ap·n p c v Sc c
(lt)
At steady state conditions "Je have
P = nSp c v(0 -0.)o c c out ~ 0 (2)
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where
subscript "0" indicates initial steady state conditions
00ut = coolant outlet temperature
01 ::: coolant inlet temperature
He introduce the new function "Y(er)" so defined
Y(er) = er R. [1 +mFs (er)] (3)
Taking into account eqs. (12) and (13)9 eq. (11) can be finally l~itten:
(14)





't<There . . 1
-(x~)Y(o)
W(o;x) =e
[0(X)-0.r]O ::: (e -0.) LX H(x' )dx'
~ out 1. 0 -1/2
~X e(x'+1/2)Y(0)U(x')dx'







~Far practical purposes it is useful to calculate the average temperature ~0 (0)
*and the effective temperature A0eff(o) defined respectively by:
-*, 1+1/2 *'A0'{a):::.· Ae"(a;x)dx
-1/2
and
1+1/2 * 2. Ae' {cr;x}M (x}dx*' _--_1;;..:/..;;2~.".-- _





Putting (15) in (19)1 we get:










-. -1/2 ~-l/2 J
V(a) = I
1•. +1 2[(" I1(X')dJ <Ix_1/2~-1/2 J
Putting (15) in (20) we get:
(24)
't'1here





(x) r[ l1(x' ) <Ix:1.dx




1+1/2 V(a;x) ~12(x) .[. LX M(X')dX']dX-1/2 t/2
=-----~:-7:::--------------
1.. +1/2 U2(x) fiX }l(X')dX]dX-1/2 t 1/2
(28)
Pe have for a = 0
The funetions W(a;x) and W(a) are independent from the power distribution H(x)
along the ehannel axis.
The functions V(o;x); V(a); rleff (o); Veff(a) are instead dependent on the power
distribution H(x) along the channel axis.
4. The esse of a step change of the eoolantspeed
Let us now consider the case of a step change in the coolant speed.
The final coolant speed !Iv" i5 given by the follmdng equation
where
Vo = initial steady state value of the coolant speed
bv = amount of coolant speed changec
t(t) = unit stel' function.
Taking into account eq. 1 snd eq. 15 of para. 2~ eq. 16 of para"
bv 1(t) d0 t D.v .l(t>j·aIl0 M0 mQ.
c -2. + 1 + c ._ + JL _ = ---2. (bT -b,t»
v dx v dX 0 ;h y so 0







We divide all the terms of eq. 3by the faetor
ßv v R.
1 +~=_=...2.





* mt * '* R. d00 AVe I
iol>.0 = - (ßT -A0 ) - ------
y s idxv 0o 0
(5)
1-1e have from eq. 17 of para. 3
d0
--.2. = (0 -0) H(x)dx out i 0
Eq. 5 of para. 3 1s:
** * R APAT = G (0)A0 + 2·h F (0) ..-- H(x)
s S S vf
(6)
Puttitlg eqs. (6)and (l)1n (5)and tak1ng tnto account eq.(7)of para. 3, ,~~get
dl>.0* ,.. t t:.v 1 $I, t:.P*
-d..... + Y(0)l>.0" =- il (00ut-0) H(x).:..::s. - + il (0 -0) U(x)F (0) - (8)"'" "'0 i 0 Vo 0 "'0 out i 0 S Po
lrJhere
The solution of eq. (8) 1s the follow1ng














e (x+l/2)Y(o) l x H(x')dx'
-1/2
(11)
[0(x)-0 J = (0 -0.) JX l1(x')dx'
1 0 out 1 0 . -1/2
(12)
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and W(cr;x) and V(a;x) are defined in para 0 3.
For the average coolant temperature 0 and for the effective coolant temperature
0eff~ lole have




;f. 11. = . Ilv J







* Jl. llP* (a) fl J.
+1101(cr) Weff(cr) + ~ P Veff(a)L0eff-0i 0o 0
(+1/2 W(cr;x) fiX H(X' )dXJdx
;: ._J-.....;1;..:./~2_~_.....;1l-.;;..-..;;.J~/2~ __...;J;;;.._
1+1/2'" x. fl M(X')dX~. dx-1/2 ~-J/2 J
(15)
= (0 -0) 1+il2(.lX ~1(x')dx:l dx




(0 -0.)eff 1. 0 (18)
-----~---------
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and W(o); V(o); iJeff(o) and Veff(o) are def1ned in paragraph 3. 'Ehe following
properties are important.
From eq. (ta) of para. 3 and eq. (11)~ we get
V(o;x) = F (o)W(o;x)s
From eq. (24) of para. 3 and eq. (15), we can write
V(o) =F (0) • Ü(o)
s
From eq. (28) of para. 3 and eq. (17), we obtain
In case of complete loss of coolant eq. (3) becomes
mJ/,o * * d0
J/, 060* = - (liT -li0 ) + ..-2.1





In case of constant power (liP=O) and constant inlet coolant temperature (601=0)
and taking into account eqs. (6) and (7), eq. (22) becomes
(23)
5. Physical meaning of the parameters "R,n and "m" and compar1son with the äXial
lumped model
In addition to the definitions of the parameters "JI." and "mit g1ven respectively
by eqs. (6) and O)of para. 2, it is possible to obtain another expression for the
product Him" which has an interesting physical meaning.
Eq.(4)of para. 2 at steady state conditions becomes the following
o -0.out ~
d0 mJl. (T -0)
dx = Y s
Integrating eq. (l)~ we get
mR.-=




Eq. 54 of para. 4 in BibI.
conditions
- J3 -
gives for y the following equation at steady state
I T -0 1 T -0y = _ .....:=,5__ =_ ......s~_
4 T -T 4 T-T
c s c s
tlhere
T =central fuel temperaturec
and the l1ne at the top indicates average along the "xt: axis.
By combining eqs. (2) and (3) 7 t-le eet
1 0 -0






If the cQolant speed 18 large, "J(." becomes sma!1 (eq. (6) of para. 2) and the
product mfl. becomes small. We have from eq. (4) that the steady state axial
coolant temperature profile becomes smali in comparison to the fuel radial
temperature profile. Th1s means that a more simplified axial model called
"lumped mod,el lJ can be used.
The lumped model is defined by the following relationship between average 7
outlet and iniet coolant temperatures.
60 +A0
Ae = i out
2
Integrating eq. (14) of para. 3 and eq. (8) of para. 4 in respect to "x" 7 lve get
respect1vely
•• -* Ap·
A00ut-A0i + Y(0)A0 = (0out-0i )o Fs(o) ~
o
and 6v
A0· + Y(o)Ae* = (0 -0) ~-out out i 0 Vo 0
(7)
Taking into account eq. (5)7 we get respectively from(6)andl1}
1 F (0) AP*
Ae'ft!< =~'!::"7'"~= A0· + (0-0 ) S -I+Y(0)/2 1 i 0 1+Y(o)/2 Po
1 ÖV 1- c








If llTe compare eq. (8) and (9) respectively trl.th eq. (21) of para. 3 and (10)
of para. 4, "tve rea1ize that l"e obtain the same result by calculating the follot.,..
ing limits











11m V(o) = 1im V(o) = 11m _...;5:;....,......"..
~+o Y(o)+o Y(a)4Q I+Y(0)!2
(11)
6. The case of uniform power distribution along channel axts
In this case we have
H(x) = I
Eqs. (17) and (18) of para. 3 give respectively
r0(x)-0] = (x+l/2) [0 -0 ]
~ i 0 out i 0
V( 0 ) = 1 Fs (0) [1- ~(X+1/2)y(a)JojX x+I/2 Y(a) e
Eq. (26) of para. 3 gives
-Y(o)- I-e
Weff(cr) =W(a) = Y(a)
Eqs. (23) and (27) of para. 3 give:






Eqs. (24) and (28) of para. 3 give:
Fs (0) r




Eq.(13) of para. 4 gives:
l_e(x+l/2)Y(o)
W(o;x) = (x+l/2) Y(o)
Eqs. (17) and (19) of para. 4 give:
[
-y(O)]= = l-e
W(o) =Heff(o) = 2 1- Y(o)
(7)
(8)
In the next sections of this paragraph the functions H(o;x); V(o;x); W(o) and
V(o) are developed in expressions which are easily antltransformable to the time
domain.
6.1 Expansion in serles of poles of the function W(o;x)
The function
W(o;x) = e-(x+l/2)Y(o) (1)
can be developed on the imaginary axis (o=ju) as follol11s (see Appendix 1):
lV'(o ~x) =:: e-R,(x+1 /2)0 [ll +(l~l ) n;co D I+Eno ] (2)
1 I n--l n 2I+A o+B °n n
vlhere:





a =n (x+l/2) _~!!1_K-__O.25+y2o
n
(6)
I/('R j..l)E =- -E.+_!!..





---------------------- -------- ----------- - ---------- ------ ---- - -- - ------ ------------
- J6 -
o = "n"th root of the Bessel function equation Z(o)+y=O and Z(o) given by eq.
n
(23) of para. 2 in bibI. 1.






0' A ) m=<lO
1 - n n rr
eau/2+1 •m=l
m1=n














V(o;x) ::._ S [1_e-(X+J /2)Y(0)]
x+l/2 Y(o)
can be developed as follows on the imaginary axis (a=ju)
(See Appendix 3)
l_e-(X+l/2)~0 n=<lO p
V(o~x) ~ vI + v 2 L n - +(x+l12)~a 1+0/0 ~n=1 n
(1)
(2)
n=oo p' n== 1+~1 0
+ v
3




























y+l/8 +~ (1-5 )
,Q,(J+m)2 l+m 1
(7)
N=...L /(lln + R~)
n U U IVn n
n
n=CIO ( II )S = L ...!!. IV + RV




V vRand I being respectively real and imaginary parts of the function:
n n
I-tv F(-0') (B)
i s n. D A -E )_ n (1 •
mR.(x+l/2) 1+mF(-o') n (n n) A -E n
n n n
and










E P G ~
n=l n n
(J3)
•(J is the "n"t!l tero of the Bessel function equation
n
Z(G) ... ~ + ~ =0
CJ
Y; 1; m and Z(o) are given :Ln para. 2 and 3.
We have:
n=~ n=~ n=-
t P = E P' = t M • 1
n=l n n nn=l n=l









ean be developed on the imaginary axis as follows (see Appendix 6):
where
n=co
- -R.a -+ w4 e E Cn=1 n
- . _Y.:.,.+-:1;..:.i...;;,8_t-l· := m
2 R.( t +n:1) 2
-L n=-













- 4{1+m)2L =-~---....;~.....;;;;,~___:"-__-_:_-- = p*'.. ..•.•
n o· (y+I/8) [(4m+o )+4(yo ~)~ nn· n n
L' = (P')n n x=I/2
for x = 1/2.
*' ,on ' Pn' Sl~ Mn' Nn are given in para. 6.2
A , B ~ D and E are givenin para~ 6.1n n n n





































can be developed on the imaginary axis (o=jo) as follo~1s(see Appendix 7):
-== v I (2)
n=co
- -20+ v4 e . Ln=l
pt n=co Ö n=co
n .- ~ 'tl --=- + v- e-to ~
---. + vs w * 2 6 w1+0/0 n=1 (1+0/0 ) n=1n n
where
-l+H 0n







2w2 1/8 n=co-......~ .... y+ . L L




+ 3 y+l/8 E








y+I/8 n=co - .






r c (Ä. -G ) -K~.-l\.~__.__::"
k=1 k -"1< k I-i Cf *+i (0 *)2
. -lt n -k n
_ 2;3











+ m(y+l/3) ~ k-t. ----; ~





















ö' = n n
n n=co
r L L'n=l n n
(13)
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1 /(-~ R 'toT )ii = - ..1!. +...E.... .




U Ti!In and Rn being r~spect1vely real and imagi.nary partsof the function:
2;4 _
t(t+m) (l+m) F (-ö') B
__-;:..:..~~--::-:-:~_~._.;:;.S_.;;;n_ C (A -C )(J _ n ö')
(.2!..-)2 + 2m(y+l/8) + K 1+mF (_ö t ) n n n. A -G n
l+m t(1+m)3 s n n n






ü =}:. _ (Ä~ \2
n B 2B I
n n
't'lJ ; 1:
v2; ;3; ;4; Ln; L~; cn; Gn are given in para. 6.3
•o 1s given in para. 6.2
n
Ä and B beingrespectively A and Bat ;.;. 1/2n n· n·n
An and Bn are given in para. 6. t









t 2 (1+m)2 1+m
(20)
l'1e have:
- - - - - -vI + v2 + v3 + v4 + Vs + v6 + v7 = 1 (21)
n=cc> - n=ClOE Pn = E prn=1 n=l n
n::co n=co _




2v2 _ n=~ _ *
vJ + n- + v3 r P er = 0
JI. n=1 n n
R, [- n=oo_ *2 _ n=oo_ *2 2;2]
2
y
Vs r Q (0 ) - v E P (0 ) .. =




7~The case of sinusoidal p0Y'er distribution.along channel axis




withII I being the extrapol<3-ted length <3-nd .. H being length ofthe fuel rad.
Bq. (J 7) of para 3 gives
(2) .
Eq. (18) cf para 3 gives
~ {liter) Ylff)
V(<J,x) = Sf1-7 (a(.x)+-I"l;.,(.x.!d-) oe.d. r y2(&) (
- (x+ 'l"ot.) y(&)
(.os (d. x) - GO!" (oe/CL) e ••... )+
Eqs. (23) and (27) of para 3 give
(e-e. )
J..o = (e ff-e.)e .J.. 0
1
= -.2- Ce... -.. t-.-e. )ou .J..O (4)
Eq. (24) of para 3 gives
V(&) '= 2 F; ((;') Y((5')
.. rX.. a.,... y;2,«(J")
[




Eq.(26) of para 2 gives
. ;l {. y.2(rf)
WeffI&): -t.+- $iHr!:. ··.(.o.r:<' (~/:2) ~Lf~·rk-2"";".+-~•• ·-y...,.....·~...-(ö~)--
c1C.
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Eq.(28) ofpara 3 glves
[
·2 1- t sin2 (a/2)






Eqs. 11 1 15 and J7 give respectively
W(a ;x) = sinl~x~ sin(~/2) t~2~~;~a) Gos(ax) - cos(~/2) • -(X+1/2)Y(a~ +
+ a2 ·[S1n(a xl + sin{eN2) e-(X+1/2)y(o}l.}· (8)
a 2+y2(a) Cl a j










(a/2)cos(a/2) W <o>J. +
sin(a/2) eff
(10)
In the next seetions of this paragraph the functions V(o;x);
V(a); Weff(a) and Veff(a) are developed in expressions which are eastly
antitransformable to the time domain.
- 26-






( ~]+ s sin(ax) + sin(a/2) e-(x+I/2)Y(a)
a2+y2 (a) a a
(I)
can be developed on the imaginary axis (a=ju) as follol'ls (see Appendix 10):
n=co J+El a I n=<» 1+E2 a
V(al'x) := vI L DI n + v
2
e-(x+l 2)20 t D2
n
n +
n=l n I+A5 a+BS a2 n=l l+AS o+BS 0 2
n n n n












v 2 = &11+(l~11 )(1-52>]sin(ax)+sin(a/2)
Dln = sin(ax}.DSn + a cos(ax) DZn















w); )~11; An; Bn are given in para. 6.1
DSn ; ESn ; DZ ; EZ ; AS ; BS are given in Appendix 8.n n n' n














= E D3 =
n=1 n
I x~O~ L DI = 0 x==O
n=1 4 n (13)
n=oo DI EI





















can be developed on the imaginary axis (d=jV) as follows (see Appendix 11)
v(ö)





cos (p{./~) .. (-.. -) (.. •. (. ..m 2. ..... )







· ~ fl!~2:,;rr" ~ ((~!r:) + '" ('1.[7) ),pJ(Ifn +












Ln / L~ P'ya. ~/Y(z.n In pce'C! 6. 3.
AJ/'J / !JSn / .2)Zn " E.Zn c/
ytLJ;VtL/7 Ei? C/;o~a.ndl)( R.
SJ / '1- 5"3" 2JJ1'n ;EIfn ; 2))(Jn / E k Jn /.2)k trn /' EJ14'n 2))(5n ,-




;;Z cl .r/n (oe!2 ) -1
co; (.2/.;7.) t r
- 31 -
7.~ Expansion in series of-Eö es of thefunction Weff(o) in the case of
sinusoidal power distribu ion
!
The function
1 ~<Z.- Yt u) +
Y( f)
..... .,.. Yt. '11'.). ) ...J...."1+a- ..












. -4 [. ... 4/..cfJ!;l.(d4)··.. - 2,C. -t .... ·fJ·... .2oC .. /C,. ~ cv .•J )
EII-{=·~. l}fI Eilt ... . .. .2>IV cN - .. I' {(tl ) l)~. !In r.· /' met. j2·c,,'-1.· (-1tJn -u'll1
n
. 'In· Sin oe n 11 .un fA. m·· . .IN} (Jo.. . ·.ff·m .... 11
1..... . { .JJ...~ l ..,A/.fh' - E~). .[... .,r....".. '?4.. ...n7 ~.. (.. . t'l.-. )]lJII2 : ..• . .. . .. - rn . .. r -- -f - .) ~ .. .[}f(t'. +
n W</{<:('f+r:?)·. ((~i-m). •.. eü,",)' ~+'" ~·n
r (tri· .;,:~ ) (r ~f,lM4tJ" ;- ;~.( r"lfn + f1~ "',)1"1" %) .!>Irci.?,,]]
(-13)
1; / -t -.J., / An; Sn / t6at'n,j' Ji / -1- J; I' An / gf1 c.CI/cLlIC/I-a.c1 liFt' X~ Y"~.
W-r Clnd. -1-w'1 CI'/Soc.c;ICL//cJa.d loy x: s "1< .
0".• ; f.... '7-- .f7·· C1Y<!. Qolv.<!.n. • ./h "'. c/YCL.. 6· nn·1 .7'1 rI I' .g(.,
s .. ..4_{".. r-























-f- /1.,///.. tZ-- eo 5"" J)ZJ . -1+EfJn fF
u..rr- (9 n "1rA.r Irr/lS 17'2-
17="1 n n
-r --1
~f/ l' = -t ,..$';2 oe l' f- m
--1 I' r "1"1"V ... : -~-."..
al/J. 7 r .r~oC e(-thn)~
p .. )
.[<.,(4;,) •~ '" (-(,[").1'.
-oe j/n (oC.f;z) .., J
V.ul ' j"~ ~;,5> ;--1: N~f.,)]
~#" ' ;1'.~ (:~.? "t -Z:7:c~))
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1-$1; Ä ; B being1-S1 ; A . B calculated far x=1!2.n n n' n
A . Bare given in para 6.1.
n' n
0n*i 1--S 1 are given in para 6.2.
L" [, are given in para 6.3.
n' n
AS i BS . DZ i EZ are given in apperidix 8.n n' n ·n
DK . EK : DK3 . EK~ 'DK4 . EK4 are g··iv.en in append.ix 11.n' n' n'··· /n' ... n' .. n _ .
Weff5 ; Weff6 are given in para 7.?~
AR ; BH are given in appendix 12.n n
( 19)
(20)
S6; 1-S6 ; S7; 1-S7 ; S8; 1-S8 i DL1 n ; EL1ni DL2ni EL2n ; DL3n ; EL3ni DL4n ;
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17"-'1 n n~"1 n
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--1 I- ~/17 iJC er
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8. Antitransfomation to the time domain
The expressions developed in para. 6 and 7 are eas11y antitransformable to the
time domain.
The follo~'1ing table gives the antitransformed of the elementary functions con-















-f(T-a) T > a ~ 0
o T ~ a
T- -t a-ea
1 - 2~ T...Gin Y T + a sin Y T ).]b e [Y c (cos Y T - 2b Y
y = .J~ - (2~)2
o T > a












Some numerical examples have been carried out by using the equations obtained
in paragraphs 6 and 7 and the table of the antitransformed given in paragraph 8.
The following numerical examples have been calculated either for a unit step of
the tnlet coolant temperature "°111 [functions t1(o;x) and H(O)] or for a unit
pulse of the po't'l1er "pu [funct10ns V(a ;x) and V(a)].
The time of a11 the calculated transients is "'[u that 1s the real time ueu
divided by the radial time scale "t !f.
r
Fig. 2 ShOl"lS the transients of the average coolant temperature (curve 1) end of
the outlet coolant temperature (curve 2) due to a step of "0i ". It 1s interestlng
to notice that the 010 curves differ considerably. This means that the simple
lumped axial model in this case can not describe the transient very precisely.
Curve 1 can also represent the transient of the outlet coolant temperature due
to a step reduction of the coolant flow. Look1ne at curve 2 of fig. 2 it 1s
important to notice that the transient is characterized by two parts: a step st
'[=~ (which is equal to the time needed by the coolant to cross the all channel)
followed by a slou transient. Physically, this means that the coolant, during
its travel along thec4annel~ receives less power than it would have got if
there was no change in the iniet coolant temperature. The difference bet't-7een
the total power produced and that carried out by the coolant i8 used to heat up
the fuel rod to the ne~.y equilibr1um value. Hhen the fuel has reached thefinal
temperature, 1t beginns again to release the all power to the coolant. For this
reason the second part of the transient ~ being dominated by the fuel time constan.t ~
is very slou.
A better understanding of this phenomenon can be obtained by looking at fig. 3
in ~;rh1ch the temperature trans1ents at different channel heights are shotm. The
size of the step is decreasing as we move from the input to the output of the
channel.
Fig. 4 shows the out let and average coolant temperature transients for a smaller
coolant speed (~ =0.02). The difference between the twe curves 1s more pre-
nounced than in the case sho~m in f1g. 2 (t = 0.002). This means that the smaller
1s the coolant speed~ the worse can the lumped model descr1be the coolant tran-
sients.
The size of the step depends on "Q,u (He. 5). The b1gger is ,,~n, the smal1er is
the coolant speed and the smaller 1s the step size because the longer 18 the
- 39 -
time it .takes to the coolant to cross the all channel. The bigger is "m" the
smaller 1s the step size of the outlet coolant temperature (fig. 6). Tbis becomes
clear if one thinks that, because of the definition of ''mi?, the bigger is "m",
the bigger i8 the heat capacity of the fuel wich must be heated up to the nelo1
equilibrium value.
The initial step size depends also on "yU (fig. 7). The bigger 1s Ifyn~ the bigger
is the step size. This becomes clear if one thinks that the bigger is "y" the
smaller isthe heat transfer coefficient between fuel and coolant and therefore
the more adiabatie is the coolant temperature transient. In the extreme case y=co
(that is heat transfer coefficient betl7een fuel and coolant equal to zero), the
outlet coolant transient would be perfectly adiabatic that isa unit step at T=t.
Fig. 8 shows the transients respectively of the average coolant temperature
(curve 1 ) and of the outlet coolant temperature (curve 2) due to a pOl'ler pulse.
The tl\fO transients d1ffer considerably in the first rising part. This means that
the lumped model l'lould not describe them correctly.
Fig. 9 shows the coolant temperature transients at different channel heights.
We notice that for a given channel section the peak temperature 1s reached at
a time T=X.(x+l/2) which is the time needed by the coolant to travel from the
channel input to the section under cons1deration.
Fig. 10 shows the transients of outlet (curve 2) and average coolant temperature
for a smaller coolant speed (t =0.02). The difference be~veen the two curves
1s more pronounced than in the case sho~m in fig. 8. This means that the smaller
is the coolant speed, the worse can the lumped model describe the coolant tran-
sients.
The smaller is "11,'\ the bigger 18 the peak temperature (fig. 10. This can be
easily understood 1f one thinks that the smaller is n t" ~ the smaller 18 the time
required by the coolant to cross the a11 channel and therefore the bf.gger 1s the
peak temperature.
The bigger 1s "mn the smaller 1s the peak temperature (Hg. 12) and the bim~er
1s ayt?, the smaller is the peak temperature (fig. 13). Fig. 14 ShOll1S the effect
of "exil (axial potver shape) on the transient of the outlet coolant temperatureo
Figs. 15~ 16~ 17 and 13 show the influence of the number of poles on the
accuracy of the calculation of the coolant trans1ents. In figs. 17 and 18 the




In this appendix we intendtoobtain the expression (2) ofpara. 6.1
We start from
W(OjX) = -(X+1/2)Y«(5)e .... '.' ,
Substituting in 1)the expression of 1(6) given by eq. (27)of para 2,
we get
-. <.x+..• 1/2)16 .-(x+1/2)lm5F ....(~.. )'N(dj:X:) :;: e ." ... ' •. e.· . "6 . (2)




" ....O'n ll being Hn"th 1'oot of the equatlon 1+Z(6) =:
eq. (23) of para~ '2





(2), we c-et:n::: oo n
.,.' . ..,., 0 _-;;;;:--, an 1+0/"'"











FromAppendix 2 eq. 4?,we get on the imaginary axis:
-a",e H
"'/ A -a",/2, 2 ....a'i"l :". -=,.2t!J (f I+e '.1 Ayp + e,1· !=' v
n ,., d n.
1+0/(5. =: ---.-'-.. '-.-'--"-'.~---,-----..-
n 1+A.o+B5n n






Put ting (7) in (5), weget.:








... -ak/2 ..... -ak··· 21+e .... A 6'+e B ($.




e -a+ 1...e Tl)
1+A. 6'+B· .rf2
n n
from eq. 11 We have :fot"6~erl
n





- ~ ak - :;E" a:k k::011








D . ( 1-E .'$' )
n nn
-an . [. A.. k= 00
1-.e •.. '..........•n. ..•... 1[.=: ... . ·1-5 _.-.. •
k==oo ·n • ... a·· 2
:fu.•.ak 1+efn72~"1..










n . ·n n
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Eqs. (13) and (14) can be written as follows
1 "'-e-an
D (1-E ~+ jE V ) - - ~ (R + j I )
n n n nn - 1-e-ml/y(x+112j~n n
















' Co' ) 2
~ n n
( 18)
In (16) it has b.eelltaken into account the well known property of the
analytical functions:
A
(1"'-6"1' n .....•• )





1._e - ak/.2A.0-. 1/.+e.-a.kBk(~I,)2
.K n . n
1-A &"+B «71/)2
k n k n
= R -51
n n
In (15) and (16) it has also been put:
Ö' = 'IJ; -ivn n v n
" 6" 'IJ; +jVn n n























::~...••...• an -mi./y(. x+1/2)
::: e.~ = e .w1 (25)
-'0. 44 .~.
A,Ependix2
...,... - _ ..
In this appendi~ We wallt todemonstrate that:
e~p [_an 1~;:J ~ 1+e;:::~:;:::~anv2
along the imagi.nary axis that is wheno= jV








We introdUce the neW variable x '" fi/e;n
Let
e*p. ~n 1:~0Jexp[~~ 1~+ e~~ril2 e~Pt








If in (5) weput y;::1/x, weget:
t(~) = r(y) "e'SPf;" ~::} r;"j .
rM p""ble" conststa tn~Pl'rQ"i)n~Hng the r unctiön .~d~~"I? ~;}J"T01).g
the imagiriary axiS Cthatiswnen x=jGJ) by meallS of a l'ation,al function ..
The order of thetwo polyn,omials Cat:numel'ator a.nd denominator) must be
the same. The bigger istheol'der of the polynomials, the bettel' is. the
a,pproximaii6n. Numeric<illevaluatiüns have shown. that a rat:LbnaLfunct:L6rl.
with. second orderpolynonlialsapprüximate the function.exp ...f-allI2 ~~~J ·very









xx· ... u... ·.·1.. 2= v
Itis necessary to associate another re1atiOuship tQ eq. 9 in orderto
determin x1 and Je2
This second condition may be fixedby imposing thai;
(Case 1) (1Ö)-
or
lim dg(jW) =: 1im df(jtiJ) (Case Ir)
d (jw) d (jLU)
(.}+o /U....o
( 11)
where !fg and eff <;l.l·~ respective1y thephases of gCj",,)andQff(j(&l).
We sha11 cousider the two cases separate1y.
Case I
We have
f (jj\J) =e~an/2 e*j>[~t±~l ~ oXI>
- exp
[
a .1· .2J.... [.. ..a GJ 1·.2n • -6'2 .. ·. exp .. - j .. u.2 .•••.· .•
-1+". • 1+4J ..
(12)
(13)
From (13) it fo11ows:
[




'f.g(jl.J) = arctgQX1.·•. + •.arctgQx2•••....;.;arct.g ~ -- arqtg ~x 1 x2
(17)
aild therefore




arctg =1T,I2 - arctgx
x
(18) b.ecoIDes~
'f (j1)= 2arctgx..·.••1 + 2.Circtg){2• ...,17g
(20)
Conditioh (12)is therefore equ.iv8:Jent
an x1+x2















(22) can<be IDodified asfo1lows~
x,,_.,.1+x2 (1r an)-- ~ t.•. g .• - - -4.·...... = .............~
1.;.;xx .. 2. _. an
12 tg 4






.1.' dg Cj w) 1." .. df(j tu)
l,m . d (. lJ) ~ ;LID. (.)
w.....,o .. J. liJ~O)d jw
(24)
We have:



















Finally c6ndition (25) can be'wrilten as follows
-anl 2a en























Fig.20 shows the function
FroriI fig. 19 i tappears tp.at if
O~a ~3
n
the two function M{a )and N(a ) aI'e practically opincd.dent.
n' n
Numerical evaluations carried out on the IBM, 7070 computer showthat,
(37)
(38)
assuriIin$f()I'X1 andx2 the value,s obtained in, oasel!, the errors in sub-
stitutingf(jl.j)wi th g(j(,J) are less ihan .5 % in thea.rnplitude ane} lessthan
20 in thephCise wheri Oa ~3.
n
Figs. 21and 22 show respectively arllplitudeand phas~of th.e ftlnctionsf(x} and
g(}{) , '[case tll tvifh = 3.
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Frorn eqs. (33) a.nd (34), we get:
a
n
X 2 = -. -I2(ean 2_ 1)
(39)
(40)
For a:ny value af a we ha:ve:
n











which 15 satiefied for any value of a as it can be ea~ily seen by
. .an n
developing cash 2'" in series.




an72. ·.1e .' ... -
a
1 (5 ... n
.+ (5 (1-e-an72)
n
Remembering the x = 51Cf , we get
n
a





Putting in eq. (44)
and








In 'th;i.sappend:i.x weintend to abtainthe expression 2 af para;,6~2
We$tart fförn:
AccordiIlg to>eq.2< of para. 6.1 we have6n the imagir:t<>.ry
n=1Xl
1_e-.(x+1!2}16\ e-(x+1/2)1~(1_w )(J ..~>. D(A-E )
1 .. > .•.... n n·nn= ..
(2)











~ DCA.-E .. ) =




According tb eqs. 21 arid 27, we get:
f ($)
s 1 1/6Z(<5')






Ja and J 1 being Bes?e1 functions of the first kind.
Eq. (4) can be wri tten asfbl10ws
F (5)
6
We want to demonstrate thai:;
(7)
where
"- fj'." i6 th.e "n"th root of .the equej, tiQn
n
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It will be shotvn in Appendix 4 that all
negative.
From eqs. (5) and (6), vJe obtain ~
*the roots "-0 tI of eqn • 8 are real and
Since it 18:
:0 [-0 J0I=CT+2 (m+ya) J=cr J 1 (I=CT)] = (l t)
= ~ [- 2 J o (H)+H 31(H)+4YH J) (H)-(2m+ya)Jo (.r.:ä»)
t·re have:
{to [- oJo H + 2(m+yo)HJ1(H~1=-0 . = (12)
n
*r-;: 4 1 r7 ~ 2m-yon ~=-J (la *)+~ 10 * J (10 *) - 2 J (/-0 ~') =
on 2 n 1 non
/:* J) (/:*)
=- n 2 n [4(2m+2-ya *)Z(a *)+4Y+l J =
n n
r; r;10 _. J
1
(lo''')
n n=--....",...;.---2 r~ (yo *-m)2 + ..L (4m+a *>1* n * ncr cr. n n
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( 4m+ on·) +4( YO
n
3Il_m) 2
Which is equäJ, to eq. 9





.) e-x+12Jl5' L D· (A-E)
n=1 n n n
V(ö'jX)
eq.1 becomes:
















n=1 n n n
1+~.1





1+N ($ n=m fl
_____n_<""""""±2 + (1,..S) .~._._n_.... ....
1+A 6'+B Ö 1 n==1 1+G'/611t
n n n
From eq. (16) we obtain:













n . n n
_...;. 53 --
1
1-w1· F (_~II) B .
= (1+m) s .. n D CA-E ) (1- n 6 1')
8 1 ml(x+l!2) 1+mF. (-on n n n An-En n
s n







6;/ =]J. +jvn n .- n
eqs. (18) and (19) can be written as folIows:
( 1--N ]J. + jN v) = 1 (R v + ' IV)
nn . n n 8, n J n
M (l-N ]J. -J·Nv ) == 1 (Rv _ . IV)
n .n· n n n· _ :~r;:- n J n
irRV,r and HInvrr being respectively real and imaginary pa.r~s of" the function
n






























A -E· " n...k k.··
1-A6' *+--13-(....0.....· --.".--)-'::-2
k nk n
Puttihg (15)and (16) in (1 LO, we getfinaJ,ly:
V(~;X) = v 1
1_e-(x+1/2)15 n=oo P




n-~ pI n.-oO 1+N Ö
+ v
3
e ..;(x+1/2)loyn + v4 e -(x+1/2)le;~ Mn ~'-"-.~n~.._2











































From eq. '1we get:
liIttV(ö;X) = lim,1. --2..-
6""-.oQ 6"'_00 x+ 1/2 ly~
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In this appendix ,;ve ~-1ant to shotv that the roots u_a *n of the Bessel functionn
equation
m
Z(a) + y + - = 0
(J
are all real and negative.
It is
Jo(l=O) d 19 [1=0 J 1(k~
Z(a) =- = -------




J 1(v-a) =~ n (1+~)
n=2 n
where ~ are the real zeros of the Bessel function J 1
Taking into account (2) and (3)~ (I) becomes:
n=oo l/b






If a=x+jy is a root of eq. 4~ putting
y [l+m n~oo
G2+y 2. +n=2
Equation 5 is satisfied only if:
y = 0
it in (4)~ we get
(5)
(6)
From (6) we can conclude that all the roots of equation (I) are real. Since the
coefficients of eq. (4) are all positive, the roots will be also all negative.
With reference to eq.37 ofAppendix3;a.nd to eq. 13 l of Appendix 7, we want









It·is accor'ding to eq. 70f Append.ix 3
F (6) n=o.. f
(1+rn) 1+m; (6) =~1+67: •







n =00 f 2 ); 00 . f n= 1-0L".n + 0 .. -_._..




P(6) = (1+m) 1+:F(6) =
s
Comparing (4) to (5), we get:




1+dP'(0) +6 2"! .....
(6)





pl( 0) = (1+m)








F;C 6) [1+rnFs (5)] -2rnrr~(enJ 2
[1+rnFs( 0)]3










Frorn {10) we get




. .... .. ...{ 11)




= ~(~-~~Z)" .'} br'(y+~}' ..J2~2 [1+<?~Y+i) ,.,J(y~t) [-(t+~:,.~5{~~~.z},-J.
L1+G'h+ 1/ 4 ) •• ·1· . .







2 2 .. 2 f.r- 64 + 32 'I- 2y ..••.~. 4 + ~(••• )+" ••
[1+G( y+ 1/4)+ ... )3 = 2
•.. .1.2 .. '1
(Y+'8') •• t1<j2+o'C •• f)+ ·i··
[1 +6h+1/4)+ •• -J
Putting<3=O in 10; 12 a.nd (14), we get
F(O) = 1s
F'(O) = - (y+1/8)
s (16)
1';(0) = .~~Y+1/S)2+ 1~~]
Taking int9 accol.uit (15), (16) aner (17.), fOF.6=O (8) a.nd (9) give:
(17)
pICo) = - 1+1/8. "1+m (18)
and
= .1 ,[2(N) [(Y+1!~).2+ 1~z1-2"(Y+1!$)~1..·•. =
(1+m) .• .. ... J 2[.·..(.. Y.+ .1/.8.) 2+ 1 .]....• 1+m 192{1+mj·· (19)






1+m + 192 1+m5
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AI?pendix .6




Accordihg to eq. 2 of appendix 3, we haye
m1








where Dn ; En ; An; ahd Bn arElrespec:tive1y Dn ; En ;. An and Bn ca1cu1ated for
:Jt ::: 1/2
It is according to eq. 3 of appehdix 3
n=oo






















m1 1+ n fi
. -- n=O' Ä-E
1-e. Y -le ~ - - - n n
+ 1 I e L D CA "'E) _.. ..2




- 1+; 1 [~:::oe f. ] [n=oo...16 ii ..n. .... .. • ... ...•. <- -- ...•...e .. ' ••.... ••. .... 1+..;4;- ! ..•.••.•.... >........... n n... (A.u. -I!:n)n=1 ··n n=1 . . •.. . B
n







-16'-16' n=(X)if /& ...
1-e ..• '.. 1-e ..'.. x:=. n n .





1_~':'ml/y I·.S.. 1s.rMn••• n=1 . 1+N (:;_·n _ 2 +0-$1)1+A5+B5n n n=cof' ]~n..e::.- ,....... ..•.•.•n=1 1+6"/0'· •...n
where S M N and f' are givenby thecorrespondiilgequa,tions in Appendix :3
l' n' il n
ca1cu:Lated for x =. 1/2.
Putting (7) and (8) in 6, we get finally:




















= 4(1+m)2 = P












= L6"' 4' y+ 1/8













1-e_..•._.. _... ]5 (A -E ) _
1 n n n
2








D B1 . .. n n
2
1:m Si IvIn Nn
It i5:
w1 + w2 + w3 + w4 = 1 (18)





From eq. 9, we gel:
(20)
(21)




In this appendix weintend toca1cu1a,te the expression (2) of para. 6.4
We start frOm [... J
. .' F (6) • ". •. ;..y: ( 6) .
vC,,) = <;r<>}t- 1-;(6)
According toeq. 7 of Appendix 3 it is
F.(e} 2
s
2 -y=-(..-O....) = lC 1+m) 6' (2)








+W.·.•..... 1".Y...••. n...• _ .2 L 6






...., n . 2)
1+A 6+B f5
n n
To3,king into a,ccount that:





- -*n=oo Ti' n= 0<1 L' /rs
~ n·•..·· ~·.n.n
1- L -____._-.... =o..?-- .' ..•. ".-




1+ A -"G 6'
n n






1". . -16" . .' n";.ro.. LA.'(S"., e...... .'-.,.•.... ' >F' , n..•..• n.. • .+ w ••.•• •.• .1~ ..• <n=11+(j'(Ir,,: +- (7)
...15
.(.... _~) l-e+ .~w3+w4 -€r-~ + -16'~ ..~.. ~_. ~ ..~•... ==.C/I 1...' ./i.fY..•......
ltI
•..




w4' ~. "5(Ä -G·)









Putti:o.g in (7)6 == 0, we ~ get:
".n::0o2 .. .... .... 2 '. n:::::oofl
2 . __ ·L~··-·--. m- ~2m(r.+1/8) 2m ... -~.. .":0.----.. w4·' ~.. c CA-G ) ::::: ---- + - ---- + --'-.. -(1-8 ) ---
~( ) .•... . •. . n .nn (' ... ~. ') 2 .)3 (.. ·2 . 1 .• . 1IE11+m . n=:11+m . l( 1+m ~ 11+m) ·:0.::::16'
n
Ta.kinginto accounteqs., 17 and 13 QfAppendix 3,we~ ha\Te:1- •.B~ (5 ~
n=oOfl 1-w ..n:;::O<l 4( 1+m) ~k=<».. . A· -E n
. n ..' .. ~~. ·.. 1 . 1 .~~. '. ... ...1 sz- '.. -kk







)m n=~oo ~,( 1+m)!6' ..
...... •. .----••-..• 2=' .-~--------~--














2(.1-W1)tn ~ '(+1/8 >.=co. '.>'=00
-.--.-----~. -·--LD (A -E)









2 . ~ ." ",.. 3lE
1 1+m n=1'". n
(10)
eq.{8JbecOmes:






















' y+1/8 n:=;0<1 r, .. (5.'·11 1',. -.:::::::-. n n
:=; --------- ••L-. __--....







2w1 y+1/$ n::<» . Ln- ---- .. ..... 2:----
1C 1+m)1+mn::::11+ G/6" -'5
n
"'16'( .0. /8")" . -16'
W1 1~e ... · . 2 yi-1 .... wt 1-e.... 2W1
- --'17-22 + -'-.. -.'-__2-1 --.'- - '-r
1+m 2 1 e; . 1(1+m) r1er 1 (1+m)
1'+1/8
l+m





...,.' ·[.r.. ...].~. -L' I "lf ]2w2 . n:: 00. .•... ....n::oa . .... l./Yfu:~) .••• ~1~+~~:~1 ~:~/;n·/=
2w2 1'+1/8---_. __._-
1 (1+rn) 1+m [ - ~.~...[. .-....]n=ooL6' n= DO L /6 ....~ .. n··.n ... "~ .. n<nL-.---~.--,,'-'_,-- ..,~ -.-.,:,,,--',,,..'.:, :::n=1 1+ö/~ri·n"1MI6: (1.3)
2m .].~.. n= l)ll g ..n:=;OCl Q ]














[(:~::~t + ;9~(1+m)]hrnn=90 .•.•. :f 1+m~ .2: ---!!"2 :: ---y+ 1/8 n=l (5·) y+1/8
n.
Notetha.t:




g :: _.'.-..1c-.•.... ....... _.....(y~/~. ' ..1.+m.l..••.'. ;' _,.• ' .[L cr_,:>.k=.oo... .1.L.. /I.. ~/._ .+
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Appendix. 8
In thisappendix we want to deve19P the following eXPr'essions:
~. n=~ .
L r{<r) L···· --IrESi tr•
.~. 2r
S
y2(6") ~ n.~ ~~ -1-1-A~;-I-llSnff2
y((5) •.~ ((j')
q(Z -I- y2((J")
where"-o()H and 11_0'0" are the complex conjugate. rciots of the equationn n
1 + AS 0 + BS 0 2 = 0n n
It_ÖO" are the roots of the equation
n
(3)
y( 0) = ja
and 1'_O°1t Scilve the conjugate equati6n
n
y(o) ::: - ja
(4)








Now we want to determine the coefficientsDSn~. ESn , DZn and EZn •
From eq. (1) we have for o~ - 0°
n
With the definitiol1$ofF(er), teer) and Z(o) in para 2 andi3.C(:ording tos ..
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=~a + y+Z(a) (2)
J (I=;)
Z{a) = - _...;0 =J!.. Ron et=öJI (I=ä»
2t=cr J 1 (1=0) da
(3)
a being complex variable a =II + 1u; ~t m~ Yt abeing parameters and Jo and J I
being Bessel functions of the first kind. k has the value I in the appendix 8,
and the value 2 inthe appendix 12.
Eq. (I) can be transformed into
Y(a) = j: j ka (4)
The roots of eq. (4) are complex conjugate. We consider eq. (4) with the plus s
that is the roots having positive imagina~J part.
We definethe function f(a)






Note that only the three parameters a) y~ m appear in the expression of f(a).
Eq.(4) w1th the plus can be l-rritten as
m
f(a) = a - ja + y+Z(a) =0
LP.t us now introduce the two auxiliary equations
m
CI .,. y+2(0) = 0
and
. m









Z(o) =- (lumped model) (11)
Eq. 8 has already been solved in Appendix 4. The reots are real and they are
*indicated lnth -0 •
n
Eq. 9 gives tllO roots lvhich vie indicate withoe and 0D.
Bq. 7 is solved by finding those values of 0 which make the modulus of f(o)
equal to zero.
This isobtained by calculating the modulus of f(o) for successive values of 0
~lhich are obtainedbymaking alternatively steps of the real part "pt! and of the
imaginary part iiU" in the direction in lorhich them09ulus of f(o) tends to decrease.
This process is carried out until either the modulus of f(o) or the stel' widths
of ilp " and " u" become smaller than given values.
Tbe initialvalues which are used in this process are the real roots of eq. 3
*(-on) and the t'tvO roots of eq. 9 (oe and 0D).
*It has been always observed that one of the initial values -on leads to a root
of eq. 7 uhich is equal to one of the tl"10 roots of eq. 7 obtained by using oe and
aD as initial values. This means that one root has been calculated twice.
The remaining root (between those two which are obtained from ae ~d GD) is called
"singular poleIl and its influence on the coolant transients can be observed in
figs. 17 and 18. The "singular pole has usually a big imaginary part.
To understand 'tJhy the process here described gives always a root which is calcu-
lated twice, let us consider, the approximated expression of Z(a} given in
appendix 4 (with only N poles)
1 N 1
Z(a) ~ - + E a+b
(j n=2 n
Putting 12 in 7 we get
(12)
f(a) ~ ma - J' a + -----==---- = 0N





The two auxiliary equations (8) and (9) become respectively
and
m
cr + = 0
J
I:!
1y + -- + E cr+bcr n=2 n
(14)
cr - ja + .2!.- = 0
.J..y cr
(15)





NOl'T t-Te observe that eq. (3)has N+J roots t:rhile eqs. (14) and (15) have respectively
"Nil and 2 roots.
The N+2 initial val~es tvi1l lead to N+2 roots of eq. (3). Since eq. (13) has
only N+l roots, it means that a root has been calculated ttvice.
Fig. 23 shows the flow chart of the procedure to search the roots of eq. (7).
J.1. uare the roots; J.1A~ uA are approximate values of the roots~blJ and bu are the
widths of the step~ respectively in J.1- and u-direction. The moduius of fee)
at cr = J.1 + iu 1s F(J.1 9 u), which 1s calculated by another subroutine.
The found roots are successively arranged in correspondence to the amount of
their real part and the roots which are equal are listed only one time.
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Appendix: 10
In this appendix: we want to obtain the expression (2) of para 7.1. ,
According totheeqs. (1 }an<i( 2) ofpara4 and eqs. (1) and (2) of appen,...
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In this appendj,.x we want to obtain the expression (2) of para 1.2.
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